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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Establishing baseline measurements on normative data is essential to evaluate standards of care and the
impact of clinical or surgical treatments. Hand volume determination is relevant in pathological conditions where the anatomical
structures might undergo modifications like post-treatment chronic edema. For example, one of the consequences of breast
cancer treatment is the possibility of developing uni-lateral lymphedema on the upper limbs.
OBJECTIVE: Arm and forearm volumetrics are well-studied techniques, whereas hand volumetry computation poses several
challenges both from the clinical and digital perspectives. The current work has explored routine clinical and customized digital
methodologies for hand volume appraisal on healthy subjects.
METHODS: Clinical hand volumes computed by water displacement or circumferential measurements were compared to digital
volumetry calculated from 3D laser scans. Digital volume quantification algorithms exploited the gift wrapping concept or
cubic tessellation of acquired 3D shapes. This latter digital technique is parametric, and a calibration methodology to define the
resolution of the tessellation has been validated.
RESULTS: Results on a group of normal subjects demonstrated that the volumes computed from digital hand representations
extracted by tessellation return values similar to the clinical water displacement volume assessment at low tolerances.
CONCLUSIONS: The current investigation suggested that the tessellation algorithm could be considered a digital equivalent of
water displacement for hand volumetrics. Future studies are needed to confirm these results in people with lymphedema.
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1. Introduction

Calculating anatomical volumes of human body parts is relevant in several aspects of physical medicine
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and rehabilitation, ranging from muscular characterization to limb edema appraisal. Upper limb volume
assessment could be computed directly on the patient’s arm using the circumferential method or water
displacement [1]. Circumferential measurement (i.e., CM) is a clinical quantification methodology
involving the determination of limb girth using a tape at equispaced points along the arm starting from
the wrist. After measuring the limb’s circumferences, the total arm volume is computed by summing up
each segment’s volume calculated by the truncated cone formula using the measured circumferences as
bases [2]. For hand volumetry, a single frustum or multiple subdivisions could be applied. However, bony
landmarks might be undetectable in several conditions affecting the hand volume, such as lymphedema,
with crucial implications in volumetric assessment [3]. Water displacement (i.e., WD) is a theoretically
precise but laborious procedure requiring the evaluation of the mass of water overflowing from a tank after
limb immersion. Although WD is currently considered the “gold standard” for the volumetric assessment
of hand and wrist in patients with lymphedema, several barriers still affect its integration in routine
clinical settings [4]. Constraints include a time-consuming procedure with bulky equipment, the presence
of hospital-specific protocols, it is discouraged in the presence of skin lesions, and it might suffer inter-
and intra-observer variations in the assessment [5–10]. Between the two clinical methodologies, the WD
is considered more reliable for upper limbs volumetrics [5]. Alternatively, health professionals could
estimate limb volumes from surface maps acquired by digital instruments such as three-dimensional
laser scanners (i.e., 3DLS), perometers, computerized axial tomography, or magnetic resonance. Digital
techniques acquire imaging data through sensors to create computerized reconstructions of anatomical
shapes in three-dimensional space [11]. Volumetry from direct anatomical measurements or by digital
devices is not invasive and applicable in clinical settings; however, the predictions provided by these
methodologies of the actual unknown anatomical volume could show discrepancies [12]. This uncertainty
is more evident in specific body sectors such as the hands due to the peculiar structure of the palm and
fingers that allow movements on a total of 27 degrees of freedom [13]. Moreover, divergences might be
exacerbated in pathological conditions like lymphedema [9].

In lymphedema management, a precise volumetric assessment is a cornerstone in supporting diagnosis
and monitoring the therapeutic effects of complete decongestive therapies [10]. On the other hand,
growing literature is now focusing on the precise management of this disabling condition, with increasing
reports underlining the role of a precise assessment of patients with upper limb lymphedema [14,15].
Despite these considerations, evidence about the optimal volumetric assessment of the hand is still lacking.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, several methods are currently used in clinical practice with
detrimental consequences in treatment comparison and follow-up among different centers [14,16,17].
In this scenario, digital innovation solutions might improve the volumetric assessment of the hand,
providing easy-to-use tools and saving time in a precise assessment of upper limb volume. The study aims
to compare clinical and digital methods for hand volumetry, finding a digital equivalent or acceptable
replacement for the clinical methods. Indeed, providing alternatives to clinical measurements could
fill the knowledge gap about the optimal digital volume approximation approaches, and computerized
volumetrics might improve the clinical care management of patients with upper limb lymphedema.

2. Materials and methods

The present study focused on hand volumetry by running a pilot examination of normative data
comparing clinical and digital volumes. Except where otherwise indicated, all units of measurement for
the volumes were in cubic decimeters. Twenty-one volunteers were recruited to gather the empirical
evidence from September 2021 to September 2022, and their hands were scanned using a portable 3DLS.
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Fig. 1. Two views of convex envelope edges (black lines) enclosing the scanned hand vertices (red dots) by the gift wrapping
algorithm. On the right an example of hand tessellation.

Inclusion criteria were the following: a) adult subjects (aged more than 18 years); b) absence of any
condition able to modify arm structure and volume; c) agreed to participate in the study and signed written
informed consent. We excluded participants with: a) skin lesions in the upper limb; b) cardiovascular
diseases; c) vascular pathologies; d) lymphatic disease; e) traumas at the upper limb level. The scanned
arm has been saved as a textured OBJ mesh file by the device, and the software kit in [18] was employed
for data processing and volume assessment. The software consists of three independent programs (Edit
3D, Cut 3D, and Slice 3D) with peculiar features and characteristics. In the current study, the digital
volumetrics exploiting the gift-wrapping algorithms of the software were evaluated in their similarity to
the clinical outcomes. In addition, novel gift-wrapping or cubic tessellation strategies were tested. The
gift-wrapping algorithm (i.e., GW) calculates the volume by finding the smallest convex set that encloses
the data. Conversely, tessellation (i.e., TE) discretizes the 3D hand representation into elementary shapes
and sums up each unit volume. Another difference between TE and GW is that the first is a parametric
procedure. For this reason, an initial calibration has been proposed for tuning the resolution parameter of
the tessellation. The custom algorithms proposed in the present study, and studied to assess specifically
hand volume, were:

– A TE algorithm sub-dividing the hand shape into cubes with edge size determined by the resolution
parameter during the calibration phase. The TE volume was the sum of the volumes of all cubes.

– A GW customized algorithm, already included in the Cut 3D app and called “Estimated Volume” in
the textual report. In Cut 3D, this customized volume is the sum of nine sub-volumes obtained by
dividing the data into smaller portions along the major axis. This strategy has been analyzed in [18]
to reduce the overestimation that may affect the standard GW formulation when handling specific 3D
shapes characterized by tortuosities or higher complexity levels. In Cut 3D, the number of sections is
fixed to nine because optimized for arm volume estimation. However, during the current study, the
splitting strategy might range from five to nine sections to verify the best fit for hand volumes.

The Fig. 1 shows examples of how GW and TE algorithms work on scanned surfaces. While wrapping
the scanned hand with a convex closure, the GW algorithm might include regions of space outside the
anatomical shape if the thumb is not constrained. When this happens, the resulting GW-related volume
might overestimate the actual hand volume, which is a relevant problem for the hand due to the peculiar
position of the thumb that allows opponency movements. For this reason, during 3DLS acquisition, the
thumb was fixed to the palm with adhesive tape on all subjects. The TE algorithm instead summed all the
volumes of every cubic element, and the thumb position might not affect the final value.

2.1. Clinical data collection

The volunteers included in the study were seven males and fourteen females, with a mean age of
30.95 ± 9.05 years. The average weight was 65.7 ± 10.9 kg, whereas the height and BMI were 1.69 ±
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0.08 meters and 22.8 ± 2.9 kg
m2 . In all subjects, trained personnel have performed clinical hand volume

estimation by CM or WD in hospital environments (Physical and Rehabilitative Medicine Service,
Università del Piemonte Orientale, Alessandria, Italy). During clinical evaluation, a mark was traced
with non-allergic ink at the distal palmar crease as an anatomical reference to identify the hand endpoint.
A tape with 1 mm of sensitivity was used to assess the hand circumferences of each subject included
in the study. The CM measures have been performed in accordance with the International Society of
Lymphology [19] and Australasian Lymphology Association guidelines [20]. All CM measures were
assessed with the subjects sitting with the arm on a table, the shoulder in 45◦ flexion and neutral rotation,
and the forearms in maximum supination. The landmark points of the hand were fixed at the base of each
finger, the base of the thumb, and the distal wrist crease. Circumference measures were assessed at each
landmark point, and the frustum formula was used to assess hand volume. As in previous studies, WD
volumetry has been performed with a cylindric hand volumeter filled with water at 20◦C [3,8]. All subjects
were instructed to put their hand vertically into the water until the distal wrist crease. Hand volume has
been assessed by the water displaced and overflowed into a graduated cylinder with an accuracy of 1 ml.
After clinical volume determination, the left and right forearms have been acquired with a portable 3DLS
(Structure Sensor Mark II, Occipital Inc., Boulder, CO, USA) mounted over an iPad Air 2 64Gb tablet
(iOS 14.6 system) following the operations described in [10]. The participants were standing, raising the
arm with the shoulder at 90 degrees of forwarding flexion and horizontal abduction of zero degrees. The
elbow was extended, and the palm oriented toward the floor, with the thumb constrained and adducted
with adhesive tape to the palm.

2.2. Digital preprocessing

Initially, limb meshes have been edited by the program Edit 3D to select the same hand portion
measured clinically. Then, all hands meshes were aligned along the major length axis and saved for
customized volumetric analysis. The files were in Stanford Polygon “PLY” file format. At the same time,
Edit 3D calculated the hand volume in the standard GW algorithm implementation [21]. The customized
version of GW volume was obtained by importing the 3D hand object into the Cut 3D program. In Cut
3D, the final report contains an “Estimated Volume”, which is the sum of nine volumes obtained by
dividing the scanned body part into sections along the major axis. This strategy has been previously
studied to reduce the overestimation that may affect the standard GW formulation on arms characterized
by pathological conditions deforming the anatomical structures. In the current investigation, the number
of sections to determine the Cut 3D “Estimated Volume” volume varied from five to nine, to validate
which value better models hand data. Being hands smaller than arms, it might be possible that a lower
number of portions might produce better results than the nine sections implementation of Cut 3D. In
addition, this test will help to judge if the Cut 3D software should be updated in a future version, allowing
users to insert the number of sections for fine-tuning the volume of different parts of the human body.

2.3. TE parameter calibration

The TE algorithm subdivides the hand space into elementary cubic units: the user determines unit
size by setting a resolution parameter. To determine the resolution of TE, one could scan the hands of a
population and select the parameter producing a TE volume closer to the average hand volume obtained
by WD or CM. However, it might be time-consuming, so current work demonstrated an alternative
approach using a 3D template object for tuning the TE resolution. Hand measurements were collected
from the size charts of glove makers [22]. These measures could be employed to build a template object to
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Table 1
Average hand sizes in centimeters from glove size charts

Average length Average breadth Average circumference
Male 19.31 8.89 21.84
Female 17.272 7.87 17.78

Fig. 2. 3D ellipsoid built using average hand measurements.

adjust the resolution of the tessellation. For the hand, glove manufacturers provide: hand length from the
tip of the third finger to wrist, the breadth that is the width of the palm, and the circumference of the palm
excluding the thumb. The reference values were reported in Table 1. From circumference and breadth,
and using the Eq. (1), it could be possible to detect hand thickness at the palm. The palm’s circumference
might be associated with the shape of a stretched 2D ellipse and the breadth the extent of its main axis. In
Eq. (1), a and b were the half axes of the ellipse, with breadth 2× a and palm height equal to 2× b.

Circumference = 2× π ×
√
a2 + b2

2
(1)

By knowing the average hand’s length, width, and height, these measurements could be associated
with the axes of a 3D ellipsoid. This geometric shape is usually employed in robotics to model the
hand [23–26]: it could represent a simplified surrogate of hand anatomy and a template for TE resolution
tuning (Fig. 2). The ellipsoid volume acted as a reference value to determine the resolution parameter
of the TE algorithm. Calibration aimed to find the resolution of the TE volume closer to the estimated
volume of the 3D ellipsoid; the volume of the 3D ellipsoid was computed digitally, triangulating its
contour (Fig. 3). To take into account gender characteristics, two ellipsoids were modeled separately
for men and women. Both meshes constructed on the 3D ellipsoids were watertight; thus, the volumes
could be safely computed programmatically. The volume of both ellipsoids was the ground truth to fix the
resolution of the TE volumes by exploring the parameter space of all possible resolutions and resulting
TE volumes. The resolution corresponding to the TE volume closer to the men and female 3D ellipsoid
volume was chosen. The search for the best resolution was exemplified in the Figs 4 and 5. The planes
represented the calculated 3D ellipsoid volumes, while the sequence of black dots was the series of TE
volumes obtained at different resolutions. The intersection points (the red dots in the Figures) ensuring a
TE volume closer to the template volume has been selected as optimum. The resolution obtained was 8.73
millimeters corresponding to a tessellation of 567 cubes for male ellipsoid template, and 4.09 millimeters
giving a tessellation of 1496 cubes in women. The average resolution was 6.415 millimeters, and this
value has been set to calculate TE hand volumes on the subjects.

2.4. Notes on statistical analysis

When comparing results from two methods, one would like to estimate the sources of analytical error
given by two components: systematic error and random error [27]. Systematic error affects validity, while
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Fig. 3. Mesh built over the countour of the 3D ellipsoid.

Fig. 4. TE parameter determination on male template.

random error is connected with the concept of reliability. These two types of errors sum up due to the
involvement of multiple factors or causes. Systematic error, approximated by the bias in Bland-Altman
analysis, is the over or underestimation of one method against the other [28]. The bias affects the degree of
agreement between the methodologies under study, with a negative bias implying an overestimation of the
second method compared to the first. Random error is related to chance and inherent in the methodologies;
thus, it cannot be eliminated. Usually, it is controlled by enlarging the sample size and is associated with
the concept of imprecision. The random error could be delineated through the coefficient of variation [29].
In the current study, a separate assessment of both errors was made (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

In clinical practice, precision is the degree to which measurements from different methods agree,
usually expressed as the percentage coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation (CV) is a unitless
measure of variability, with higher values meaning that the standard deviation is far from the mean [30].
Analyzing CV values of Table 2 for TE and WD, they are close to each other. At the same time, higher
variability could be found between the clinical methods CM and WD or the other volumetrics. Using
Eq. (2) as found in [31], the acceptance limits due to errors in laboratory measurements could be calculated
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Table 2
Mean and standard deviation of each volume across subjects

Mean ± SD CV (%) Median

Volume type Right Left Right Left Right Left
WD 0.2812 ± 0.0439 0.2752 ± 0.0357 15.61 12.95 0.27 0.26
CM 0.3385 ± 0.0751 0.3352 ± 0.0763 22.19 22.77 0.32 0.324
GW 0.4384 ± 0.0843 0.4287 ± 0.0884 19.23 20.63 0.42 0.4119
GW Par 5 0.3618 ± 0.0709 0.3452 ± 0.0797 19.6 23.1 0.3504 0.3209
GW Par 6 0.3531 ± 0.0679 0.3324 ± 0.0772 19.24 23.24 0.3518 0.3149
GW Par 7 0.3445 ± 0.0675 0.3261 ± 0.0818 19.6 25.08 0.3439 0.3108
GW Par 8 0.3375 ± 0.067 0.3161 ± 0.0826 19.85 26.12 0.3369 0.2989
GW Par 9 0.3301 ± 0.0651 0.307 ± 0.0836 19.72 27.22 0.3257 0.2906
TE 0.2831 ± 0.0325 0.2754 ± 0.0356 11.49 12.93 0.2765 0.2701

All measures in dm3. SD means standard deviation, CV coefficient of variation.

Fig. 5. TE parameter determination on female template.

assuming the volumes expected to be identical in 95% of the assessments. The imprecision is quantified
as a 95% confidence interval around zero, the value expected in case of no difference between methods.

CVimp =

√
CV 2

method1

2
+
CV 2

method2

2 (2)
0±

(
CVimp ×

mmethod1 +mmethod2

2

)
Additionally, the agreement of the methods in terms of statistical equivalence [32] was covered by

Section 3.3. Equivalence testing is widespread in the analytical similarity evaluation of drugs through
a two-sided t-tests procedure (TOST [33]): it is the official FDA (US Food and Drug Administration)
method to assess the biosimilarity between a new and a marketed drug [34]. However, the interval
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Fig. 6. Significance of t-tests between all volumes with p-values Bonferroni corrected. The term N.S. means “Not Significant”.
Side of volumes on x-axis are in accordance to the side of volumes on y-axis.

hypotheses testing procedure is general and applicable to all domains where the similarity of two methods
should be addressed, for example, to judge the performance of two diagnostic medical devices [35].
Indeed, also in the medical literature, researchers started using TOST to compare the outcomes of different
machines [36–38].

The similarity between clinical and digital volumes was evaluated by TOST performing two independent
one-sided t-tests and applying different equivalence regions to establish the agreement or similarity
between measurements [39,40]. In this statistical test, the null hypothesis aims to test if the mean difference
between two sets of measurements is not equivalent. Conceptually, TOST reversed the traditional
comparative hypothesis found in the t-test of no difference between methods. The TOST null and
alternative hypotheses are reported below:

H0 : m1 −m2 < −δ or m1 −m2 > δ

H1 : −δ 6 m1 −m2 > δ

In practice, by executing TOST, the equivalence between methodologies is established at a certain
significance level α, verifying if the confidence interval of the difference between measurements falls
inside an equivalence region ±δ. The equivalence region is symmetric to zero by an equivalent margin
(also called regulatory boundary). The confidence interval test is (1− 2α)× 100% because TOST works
on both sides of the distribution, performing a double t-test. The regulatory boundary could be interpreted
as the tolerance or distance from zero, where zero is the perfect equivalence between measurements
because they have no practical difference.

3. Results

The descriptive statistics for each volume are included in Table 2 with additional statistics included in
Appendix A. As general morphological consideration, there is a difference in the volumes of the right
and left hands for the recorded subjects in all volumetry except CM, where the side difference is less
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Fig. 7. Violin plots of the digital and clinical volumes distribution.

prominent. The volume “GW Par9” is the “Estimated volume” of Cut 3D with nine partitions of the
scanned object, while the remaining custom GW volumes were tested in the current investigation. The
volume “GW” is the output of the Edit 3D program.

Statistical evaluation of the results was performed by t-test with p values adjusted with the Bonferroni
formula. During statistical test, the initial significance level was set to α = 0.05. At the t-test, there
was a significant difference between WD and all GW-derived volumes (significance levels shown in
Fig. 6) except TE. Conversely, the custom GW volumes did not differ significantly on CM, but the
CM volumes differed significantly from TE. As per the last remark, the standard GW volume differed
significantly from all other hand volumes. The results of t-test statistics could be confirmed by observing
the data distribution of each volume in Fig. 7. The violin plots demonstrated how WD and TE follow
approximately the same range of values. Visually, the difference between clinical volumetrics WD and
CM is appreciable in terms of an increased dispersion and over-estimation of CM compared to WD. The
values of GW from Edit 3D are larger than those of CM, while the experimental GW volumes applying
sections on the scanned hand have results closer to CM. Concerning the CM method, the closest results
of Table 2 are for GW with eight partitions (“GW Par8”) on the right hand and GW with six sections
(“GW Par6”) on the left hand.

3.1. Bland-Altman analysis

The agreement between methods was investigated through the Bland-Altman analysis to highlight the
systematic errors. The complete analysis of the systematic errors between methodologies was illustrated
graphically in Figs 8 and 9. The systematic differences were represented as red dots with range of
agreement calculated as (m1 − m2) ± 1.96 × SD [41]. A positive or negative bias means under or
overestimation of the clinical volumes. A bias closer to zero means a reduced systematic error between
methodologies, emphasizing their accordance. The WD and TE had the smallest bias, while CM was
very close to previously reported custom GW methods (“GW Par 6” on the left and “GW Par8” on the
right hand). The bias or systematic difference between WD and TE methods was −0.00019 dm3 on the
left and −0.00193 dm3 on the right hand, two values very close to zero. Indeed, the Bland-Altman plot
(Fig. 10) between WD and TE showed nearly all subjects’ volumes inside the limits of agreement; only
one differential measurement was outside the agreement region.
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Fig. 8. Bias between WD and other volumetrics on right and left hands. Red dot is the systematic difference, while the line
extents represent the limits of agreement (L.O.A.).

Fig. 9. Bias between CM and other volumetrics on right and left hands. Red dot is the systematic difference, while the line
extents represent the limits of agreement (L.O.A.).

3.2. Imprecision between methods

For WD and TE inherent imprecision of the methods could be estimated as ± 6.98% on the left and ±
7.58% on the right hand volumes (Figs 11 and 12). As a term of comparison, the other best matching
volumes coming from the mean values of Table 2 were the clinical volumetry CM and the digital volumes
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Fig. 10. Bland-Altman mean difference plot between WD and TE on left hand (left image) and right hand (right image).

Fig. 11. Inherent imprecision between volumes of the left hand.

“GW Par6”(left hand) and “GW Par8” (right hand). In that case, the inherent imprecision of the CM
versus “GW Par8” on the right hand was ± 13.95%, and CM versus “GW Par6” was ± 15.05% on the left.
The imprecision or uncertainty between CM and GW-derived volumes was generally higher than values
found between WD and TE. The last comment about the estimated imprecision between clinical methods
CM and WD could be quantified in ± 11.65% and ± 11.08% on the right and left hands, respectively.

3.3. Equivalence analysis

Figure 13 collects the TOST p values over a series of decreasing regulatory bounds. On the left hand,
TE and WD are equivalent up to a regulatory margin of 0.019 dm3 because the p values are below the α
threshold, and TOST rejected the null hypothesis of no equivalence. On the right hand, the regulatory
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Fig. 12. Inherent imprecision between volumes of the right hand.

Fig. 13. TOST between WD and TE applying decreasing regulatory boundaries δ.

margin where TOST was below the significance threshold was 0.022 dm3. Thus, equivalence could be
declared for values equal to or larger than ±δ = 0.019 dm3 on the left and ±δ = 0.022 dm3 on the right
hand. Figure 14 reported the p values of the TOST procedure for equivalence between CM and custom
digital GW volumes in the same range of equivalence margins as in Fig. 13. On left-hand volumetry,
the custom GW volume “GW Par6” could be declared equivalent to CM above the regulatory range of
approximately ±δ = 0.045 dm3 or larger. On the right hand, GW “Par8” equivalence to CM could be
estimated for a regulatory boundary about ±δ = 0.04 dm3 or above this value. In addition, it could not be
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Fig. 14. TOST between CM and custom GW volumes applying decreasing regulatory boundaries δ.

possible to establish an equivalence region in the studied range between clinical volumetrics CM and
WD.

4. Discussion

Conformity assessment between medical devices or procedures is essential to harmonize operational
standards between centers. Recent literature proposed several ways to address this issue, as demonstrated
in [42,43]. In the present study, the digital volumetry of the hand has been compared to clinical methods
by addressing systematic and random components of measurement errors in medical practice. Two major
classes of digital volumes were investigated: volumes estimated from the envelope obtained by GW or by
tessellation of the scanned shape. This latter procedure requires the identification of a parameter setting
the resolution of cube edges. A calibration procedure has been proposed using a template object built
from standard hand measures obtained by glove manufacturers. Employing the tuned parameter after
calibration to fix the TE resolution, TE volumes were computed for all subjects. The digital TE volumes
showed remarkable similarity to the WD clinically computed ones.

The proposed calibration using a simplified template object was conceived as a stand-alone operation
without requiring experimental data collection. For this reason, an advantage of this calibration method-
ology is that after inserting average hand data, a computer manages the calculations in the back end.
This calibration algorithm could be suitable for being included in digital volumetry programs, and the
user might get the TE algorithm automatically adjusted. Intriguingly, also in [2], authors proposed an
ellipsoid method to address hand volume. As a minor consideration regarding the calibration procedure,
the average hand values were estimated on the size charts of gloves available for the US population
(Table 1). In contrast, these values might be slightly lower in Europe. Adjusting the reported values to
the average European hand for men or women, it might be possible to obtain even closer results to the
clinical ground truth.

In Section 3.3 equivalence testing showed good accordance between TE and WD. The concept of
equivalence is fundamental because it establishes the “interchangeability” of two measurements when
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one method could replace the other [44]. Upon accepting the alternative hypothesis of TOST, it could
be concluded that the methods under investigation do not differ more than the equivalence margin δ.
The equivalence between TE and WD was demonstrated for a range of tolerance margins with slightly
different results on the left and right hands. Equivalence could be found for regulatory boundaries up to
7.79% on the right and 6.93% on the left hand. The digital volume TE and clinical volume WD were
the only two that statistically showed similarity between measurements at lower equivalence bounds
(Fig. 13). The error analysis of Section 3.2 confirmed that TE and WD were methods with the highest
precision to each other. Finally, it should be underlined that equivalence at TOST did not ensure the
two methodologies have exactly the same behavior but established that the difference in performance is
irrelevant. In [3], authors found a positive bias between WD and volume extracted from the Perometer
quantified as 8.55% in healthy controls and 6.7% in patients during the Bland-Altman analysis. The bias
or systematic error between WD and TE was estimated in Section 3 in absolute terms and reported here
as a percentage equal to −0.06915% on the left and −0.68539% on the right hand. Comparison with
previous literature emphasizes the improvement of the current TE algorithm to digital versus clinical
volumetry. Another aspect arising from the current study is the lack of equivalence between clinical
methodologies WD and CM. This observation has already been reported in the literature for other body
sectors [13] and here confirmed on hand volumetry. Indeed, authors report the correlation between
WD and CM instead of establishing their equivalence [2,5]. To our knowledge, this is the first study
reporting the optimal digital method to assess hand volume with a 3DLS device. In this scenario, the
study by Lee et al. [3] assessed the reliability and criterion validity of the optoelectrical volumetric
assessment with a Perometer focusing on hand volume. However, the authors did not fully characterize
the digital methods needed to optimize the volumetric outcomes, resulting in an overestimation of hand
volume with the Perometer device. Up to date, several studies addressed arm volume measurement but
to our knowledge, little evidence focuses on hand volume measurement [2,45]. In this scenario, WD is
currently considered the gold standard in hand volume assessment but it is time spending and has not
been integrated into routine clinical settings [2,45]. On the other hand, CM assessment is cheap and
easy to perform, but the volume is approximated with the frustum formula, without highlighting and
measuring swelling and gibbousness of the hand [46,47]. Volume assessment represents an essential phase
in the clinical management of several disorders, including lymphedema, with significant implications
in supporting diagnosis and treatment monitoring [14,48–50]. More in detail, integrating this cutting-
edge technology into the rehabilitation monitoring of patients at risk of lymphedema might induce
benefits in the early identification of the disease, detecting tiny variations of hand swelling with potential
implications for an early diagnosis [51,52]. On the other hand, a digital method is a suitable option for
patients with hand lymphedema to monitor the therapeutic effects of complete decongestive therapy,
improving functional outcomes and the quality of life of patients with upper limb lymphedema [53,54].
Despite these considerations, the small sample assessed severely limits the implications of the study
results in routine clinical practice. Thus, future studies assessing large samples of patients might provide
further evidence about the benefits of integrating digital hand volume assessment in the comprehensive
rehabilitation management of people with upper limb lymphedema. However, it should be noted that
this is the first study in literature focusing on the precise volumetric assessment of the hand, which is
currently considered a crucial target of rehabilitation management of lymphedema given the role of the
hand in the upper limb and the grasping function [55,56].

As the last remark, the software kit presented in [18] has been updated with the present results of
the numerical experiments, introducing the tessellation TE volume optimized for the hand in the Cut
3D app. Additionally, the “Estimated volume” of the same program has been customized by replacing
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the previous fixed nine partitions volume with five custom GW-based volumes in the textual report, as
shown in the current work. In [57], the authors quantified in 2.5$ per measured section the cost to assess
the volume with the circumferential method, whereas the volume deducted from CT digital scans was
evaluated at 100$. Costs included equipment, materials, and personnel employed. Indeed, free-of-charge
software might facilitate the diffusion of digital volumetry, reducing the expenses of patient follow-up
and management.

5. Conclusion

The current study investigated digital methods to evaluate hand volumes, comparing the outcomes to
clinical procedures. The proposed tessellation algorithm was equivalent to the water displacement method
at low equivalence margins. The imprecision of the methods was also the lowest among those tested.
Custom gift-wrapping algorithms produced results closer to the clinical method based on circumferential
measurements but less precise than the TE and WD pair. Statistical analysis determined that the tessellation
algorithm could be considered a digital equivalent of water displacement for hand volumetrics at low
tolerances. Numerical experiments also proved a fast and reliable experimental calibration scheme for
adjusting the tessellation’s resolution. Future studies will evaluate the feasibility of such a methodology
on pathological subjects.
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Appendix A: Extended descriptive statistics

The following tables report extended descriptive statistics on the dataset for right (Table 3) and left hand
volumetry (Table 4). For reasons of space, several terms were abbreviated: the mean was abbreviations as
m and upper and lower confidence intervals as CIu and CIl. The standard deviation was written as SD,
iqr is for the interquartile range, and iqrn is the iqr relative to a Normal. The term mad abbreviated mean
absolute deviation, and madn is the mad relative to a Normal. The acronyms CV was for the coefficient of
variation, RG for range, JB for Jarque-Bera statistic testing for normalcy. The term JBp was the p-value
of the JB test. The mode was abbreviated as Mo, and Mof was the empirical frequency of the modal
value. The median was condensed as med, while rows of the “Stat” column containing percentages were
the percentiles. The findings at the JB tests were consistent with the outcome that volumes were drawn
from a distribution close to one featuring zero skewness and zero excess kurtosis; they could be intended
close to normality. For this reason, statistical methods requiring the assumptions of normalcy could be
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employed during the analysis. The CV, usually considered a measure of estimation errors in laboratory
measurements, is higher at CM compared to WD and, in general, between GW digital volumes than TE.
Also, the range of values diverges much more on CM measurements compared to WD, with TE ranges
similar to WD ones, and higher variability found in GW digital methods. The variation around the mean
value, aka mad, is similar between WD and TE and quite different between WD and CM. This later
observation, in association with lower CVs for WDs might be a cue confirming that WD is a more precise
measurement method compared to CM, as usually reported in the literature.

Table 3
Right hand volumes descriptive statistics

Custom GW (num. of partitions) Clinical
Stat GW Par 5 Par 6 Par 7 Par 8 Par 9 TE WD CM
m 0.438 0.362 0.353 0.344 0.338 0.33 0.283 0.281 0.339
SE 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.004
CIu 0.446 0.368 0.359 0.351 0.344 0.336 0.286 0.285 0.346
CIl 0.431 0.355 0.347 0.338 0.331 0.324 0.28 0.277 0.331
SD 0.084 0.071 0.068 0.068 0.067 0.065 0.033 0.044 0.075
iqr 0.137 0.125 0.118 0.139 0.129 0.131 0.045 0.06 0.044
iqrn 0.101 0.093 0.088 0.103 0.095 0.097 0.033 0.044 0.033
mad 0.071 0.059 0.056 0.054 0.054 0.052 0.026 0.034 0.055
madn 0.088 0.073 0.07 0.068 0.068 0.065 0.033 0.043 0.069
CV 0.192 0.196 0.192 0.196 0.199 0.197 0.115 0.156 0.222
RG 0.291 0.218 0.213 0.206 0.208 0.199 0.125 0.165 0.301
max 0.61 0.488 0.48 0.467 0.462 0.447 0.354 0.39 0.509
min 0.319 0.27 0.267 0.262 0.254 0.248 0.229 0.225 0.208
skew 0.392 0.467 0.436 0.52 0.495 0.549 0.45 1.106 0.974
kurt 2.11 1.891 1.929 1.92 1.951 1.967 2.388 3.494 3.529
JB 1.232 1.84 1.667 1.966 1.821 1.989 1.036 4.495 3.564
JBp 0.54 0.398 0.434 0.374 0.402 0.37 0.596 0.106 0.168
Mo 0.462 0.367 0.362 0.346 0.338 0.331 0.266 0.25 0.311
Mof 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.333 0.095
med 0.42 0.35 0.352 0.344 0.337 0.326 0.276 0.27 0.32
1% 0.322 0.272 0.267 0.262 0.255 0.25 0.232 0.227 0.22
5% 0.334 0.278 0.268 0.265 0.257 0.258 0.243 0.235 0.265
10% 0.335 0.281 0.274 0.271 0.268 0.261 0.249 0.25 0.27
25% 0.377 0.308 0.301 0.283 0.275 0.271 0.264 0.25 0.304
50% 0.42 0.35 0.352 0.344 0.337 0.326 0.276 0.27 0.32
75% 0.514 0.433 0.42 0.422 0.403 0.402 0.308 0.31 0.348
90% 0.549 0.454 0.44 0.431 0.423 0.417 0.324 0.33 0.445
95% 0.572 0.484 0.465 0.46 0.453 0.446 0.327 0.375 0.505
99% 0.603 0.487 0.477 0.466 0.46 0.447 0.348 0.387 0.509
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Table 4
Left hand volumes descriptive statistics

Custom GW (num. of partitions) Clinical
Stat GW Par 5 Par 6 Par 7 Par 8 Par 9 TE WD CM
m 0.429 0.345 0.332 0.326 0.316 0.307 0.275 0.275 0.335
SE 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.004
CIu 0.437 0.353 0.34 0.334 0.324 0.315 0.279 0.279 0.342
CIl 0.42 0.338 0.325 0.319 0.308 0.299 0.272 0.272 0.328
SD 0.088 0.08 0.077 0.082 0.083 0.084 0.036 0.036 0.076
iqr 0.123 0.096 0.093 0.097 0.101 0.097 0.038 0.04 0.044
iqrn 0.091 0.071 0.069 0.072 0.075 0.072 0.028 0.03 0.033
mad 0.07 0.062 0.059 0.061 0.062 0.062 0.027 0.028 0.056
madn 0.088 0.078 0.074 0.077 0.078 0.077 0.034 0.035 0.07
CV 0.206 0.231 0.232 0.251 0.261 0.272 0.129 0.13 0.228
RG 0.321 0.33 0.306 0.345 0.352 0.366 0.133 0.136 0.287
max 0.639 0.505 0.466 0.469 0.461 0.448 0.358 0.368 0.509
min 0.318 0.175 0.16 0.124 0.108 0.082 0.226 0.232 0.223
skew 0.758 0.336 0.185 -0.063 -0.113 -0.357 0.742 1.2 0.899
kurt 2.735 2.904 2.879 3.36 3.465 3.972 2.782 3.769 3.184
JB 2.07 0.402 0.132 0.127 0.234 1.274 1.97 5.561 2.858
JBp 0.355 0.818 0.936 0.938 0.89 0.529 0.373 0.062 0.24
Mo 0.381 0.309 0.299 0.286 0.279 0.274 0.257 0.25 0.329
Mof 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.095 0.333 0.095
med 0.412 0.321 0.315 0.311 0.299 0.291 0.27 0.26 0.324
1% 0.319 0.193 0.179 0.15 0.135 0.112 0.227 0.234 0.225
5% 0.323 0.269 0.253 0.253 0.241 0.236 0.233 0.24 0.234
10% 0.329 0.281 0.271 0.267 0.263 0.256 0.237 0.25 0.266
25% 0.365 0.3 0.288 0.282 0.269 0.262 0.251 0.25 0.295
50% 0.412 0.321 0.315 0.311 0.299 0.291 0.27 0.26 0.324
75% 0.487 0.396 0.382 0.379 0.37 0.359 0.289 0.29 0.338
90% 0.55 0.468 0.459 0.448 0.445 0.429 0.322 0.31 0.428
95% 0.568 0.48 0.463 0.464 0.446 0.439 0.336 0.35 0.497
99% 0.624 0.5 0.466 0.468 0.458 0.446 0.354 0.364 0.507


